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SCD Optics: A tool for precision light management in the Agrivoltaics sector 

Spearheading precision light management for Agrivoltaics

Figure: a) Prototype demonstrated at CSIR-NIIST for the innovation using a scalable Spectral Converting
Diverging optics integrated Agrivoltaics (SCD-AV) module enabling Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR)
spreading and intensification, b) Diverging Planar Optics integrated Agrivoltaics (DPO-AV) module, c) shows
the shadow cast by conventional PV module without optics integration.

Highlights of Innovation

• Adopted industrially scalable manufacturing processes for large-scale deployment
considerations.

• Tunable ray spreading and spectral conversion make our AV system compatible with variable
crop height, Day Light Integral (DLI) requirements, and increased electricity generation by
increasing the PV coverage area compared with state-of-the-art AV systems.

• Our SCD-AV system's precision solar radiation control capability is expected to reduce the
evapotranspiration or water stress on crops and farmland.

• Reduced solar insolation reduces thermal stress and improve crops' aromatic and phenolic
content.

Agrivoltaics (AV) is an integrated approach that enables the dual use of the same land for
agricultural production and photovoltaic power generation; this is well aligned with the
Government of India’s mission for Doubling Farmers' Income. The state-of-the-art AV solutions are
based on either the modifications in the height and/or spacing of PV modules and/or module level
customization for solar light transmittance. In both cases, the electrical energy yield gets
compromised, and the shadow cast by PV panels persists, limiting its adoptability to shade-tolerant
crops. Realizing the importance of optics interventions required for solar light energy management
in the AV sector, CSIR-NIIST has developed even light-sharing Spectral Converting Diverging optics
integrated Agrivoltaics (SCD-AV) technology to address the above limitations, enabling precision
light control and intensifying Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) on farmland. Hence, SCD-AV
is expected to increase crop productivity and electricity generation and reduce
evapotranspiration/thermal stress on farm land.


